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Abstract

In the single machine mean completion time problem with release dates, a set of jobs has to be processed non-preemptively
on a single machine. No job can be processed before its release date, and the objective is to determine a sequence of the
jobs on the machine which minimizes the sum of the completion times of all jobs. In this paper, we prove the asymptotic
optimality of the shortest processing time among available jobs algorithm, in which at the completion time of any job, the
next job to be scheduled is the shortest job among all those released but not yet processed. This algorithm is particularly
attractive because it falls in the class of easy to implement and computationally inexpensive on-line algorithms. c© 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction

In the single machine mean completion time prob-
lem with release dates, a set of jobs must be processed
non-preemptively on a single machine. The machine
can only process one job at a time. Each job has two
associated parameters: a processing time, and a release
time. The objective is to determine a sequence of the
jobs on the machine such that no job can be processed
before its release time and so as to minimize the aver-
age, or equivalently the sum, of the completion time
of the jobs.
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It is well known that the version of this model with-
out release dates, i.e., when all jobs are available for
processing at the same time, is trivially solved using
the shortest processing time Brst sequence, see [14].
On the other hand, the problem with release date was
shown to be NP-Complete, see [12], which motivated
researchers to develop branch and bound based al-
gorithms for the problem. This includes Bianco and
Ricciardelli [3], Dessouky and Deogun [5], Hariri and
Potts [8], and Beloudadah et al. [2].
More recently, cutting plane based algorithms

have also been developed. For instance, Dyer and
Wolsey [6] developed valid inequalities for linear
programming formulations of various relaxations of
this problem. Sousa and Wolsey [16] investigated a
time-indexed integer programming formulation of this
model, developed a set of valid inequalities, and im-
plemented a branch and cut algorithm based on these
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inequalities. Finally, Van der Akker [17] developed
a branch and cut algorithm for the model.
Due to the complexity of the problem, it is of no

surprise that heuristics algorithms have also been
developed, analyzed and tested. Indeed, recently
performance guarantees have been established
for various on- and o5-line heuristics. In this context,
on-line scheduling algorithms sequence jobs at any
time using only information pertaining to jobs which
have been released by that time. In contrast, oH-line
algorithms may use information about jobs which
will be released in the future.
For example, Phillips et al. [13], and Hoogeveen

and Vestjens [9] developed heuristic algorithms with
worst-case bounds of two. This implies that for any in-
stance of the machine scheduling problem, the ratio of
the objective value produced by this algorithm to the
objective value of the optimal solution is no more than
two. Interestingly, Hoogeveen and Vestjens [9] also
prove that no on-line algorithm can have a worst-case
bound better than two. Chekuri et al. [4] introduced an
oH-line algorithm whose worst-case bound is approx-
imately 1.58. Recently, Afrati et al. [1] developed a
polynomial time approximation scheme for this prob-
lem.
Probabilistic analysis has been applied, by Gazmuri

[7], to the single machinemean completion timemodel
with release dates. In his work, however, Gazmuri dis-
tinguishes between two cases. In the Brst, the expected
processing time is assumed to be less than the ex-
pected inter-arrival time while in the second case the
expected processing time is assumed to be greater than
the expected inter-arrival time. In each case, he devel-
ops a diHerent algorithm; in the Brst case, an oH-line
algorithm while in the second case, an on-line algo-
rithm. In both cases it is shown that the relative er-
ror between the solution generated by each algorithm
and the optimal solution decreases to zero as the num-
ber of jobs increases. Unfortunately, the case when
expected processing time equals expected interarrival
time remains open.
In contrast, in this paper, we prove that a simple

on-line dispatch rule, shortest processing time among
available jobs (SPTA), is asymptotically optimal for
the single machine completion time problem with re-
lease dates, regardless of the relationship between ex-
pected inter-arrival time and expected processing time.
In fact, this result follows as a simple corollary of the

main result of this paper, which relates the completion
time of jobs in the SPTA sequencing to the comple-
tion time of jobs in a simple lower bound.
In the next section, we formally state our main re-

sult, and its accompanying corollary. This is followed
by a series of properties and lemmas which culminates
with the proof of the main result.

1. The model and the main results

Consider a set of n jobs that have to be processed on
a single machine. Job i; i=1; 2; : : : ; n; has a process-
ing time pi, and a release time ri. Each job must be
processed without preemption on the machine. Each
job is available for processing at its release time, and
may not be processed before that time. The objective
is to determine a schedule, or sequence of jobs, such
that the total completion times of all of the jobs on the
machine is minimized. We call this problem Problem
P and use Z∗ to denote its optimal objective function
value. That is, Z∗ is the minimum possible total com-
pletion time of all jobs in Problem P. Similarly, given
a heuristic H for the single machine completion time
problem with release dates, we use ZH to denote the
sum of completion times in the resulting schedule.
SpeciBcally, we consider the following heuristic: At

the completion time of any job, consider all the jobs
which have been released by that time, and select the
job with the smallest processing time to be processed
next. If no job is available, the machine is idle until at
least one job arrives. We call this heuristic the SPTA
heuristic, and denote the sum of completion times of
all of the jobs when they are scheduled using this
heuristic ZSPTA.
To analyze the eHectiveness of the SPTA heuris-

tic, we relate its performance to that of a lower bound
on the optimal solution value. To construct the lower
bound, we relax the original problem statement to al-
low for preemption. Clearly, the optimal solution to
the relaxed problem provides a lower bound on the
original problem. However, unlike the original prob-
lem, the optimal solution for the relaxed problem can
be found in polynomial time, see [15], using the short-
est remaining processing time (SPTR) strategy. In this
algorithm, whenever a new job is released, we com-
pare its processing time to the remaining processing
time of the job currently being processed, as well as
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the remaining processing time of any jobs which have
previously been preempted. The shortest among these
is selected to be processed next. Similarly, whenever
a job completes processing, we select the job with
the shortest remaining processing time for process-
ing. Without loss of generality, we assume that when-
ever we are indiHerent between several jobs, i.e., they
have equal remaining processing times, we select the
job which originally appeared Brst in the lower bound.
We denote the sum of the completion times of all
jobs scheduled using this strategy ZSPTR, and note that
since this is a relaxation of Problem P, we have that

ZSPTR6Z∗6ZSPTA:

To relate the upper bound to the lower bound, con-
sider an instance of Problem P, and let Ci; i=1; 2; : : : ;
n; be the completion time of the ith job to complete
in a solution generated by the SPTA heuristic. Simi-
larly, let Ci; i=1; 2; : : : ; n; be the completion time of
the ith job to complete in a sequence generated by
the SPTR strategy. Note that these are not necessarily
the same jobs. Also note that in an SPTR strategy, the
ith job to complete processing is not necessarily the
ith job to begin processing. Let LP equal the largest
processing time among all jobs in Problem P.
We bound the diHerence between the lower and

upper bounds in the following theorem:

Theorem 1.1. Consider Problem P; the single ma-
chine completion time problem with release dates.
For any i; i=1; 2; : : : ; n; we have

Ci − Ci6 LP:

The intuition behind this relationship lies in the fact
that the non-preemptive version of this heuristic can
never fall too far behind the preemptive version. In-
tuitively, the reason that the SPTA heuristic performs
worse than the SPTR heuristic is that SPTAmight start
processing a long job, and a series of short jobs may
arrive immediately after the long job starts process-
ing. Of course, SPTR will preempt the “long job” in
order to process the series of short jobs. However, the
SPTA heuristic will have an opportunity to “catch up”
as soon as the currently processing jobs are complete.
Hence, there is no reason for these jobs to complete
more than the processing time of the “long job” later
in the upper bound than in the lower bound, unless
even shorter jobs arrive.

This theorem indicates that for the average comple-
tion time objective, the relative error for the SPTA so-
lution does not get too large. The following corollary
is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.1.

Corollary 1.2. Let the processing times pi; i=1;
2; : : : ; n; be de7ned on a bounded interval. Then

lim
n→∞

ZSPTR

n2
= lim
n→∞

Z∗

n2
= lim
n→∞

ZSPTA

n2
:

Interestingly, the corollary strengthens, in an
asymptotic sense, a result of Checkuri et al. [4], who
prove that for any instance of Problem P,

Z∗6
(

e
e − 1

)
ZSPTR :

2. Proof of the main theorem

To prove Theorem 1.1, we need a series of proper-
ties, which are presented below. In what follows, when
we refer, in the context of the lower bound, to the re-
maining processing time of job j at time t, we are re-
ferring to the total length of job j minus that portion
which has already been processed in the lower bound
by time t. Also, when we refer to the interval of time
between x and y, we are referring to the interval (x; y].

Observe that both the lower and upper bounds con-
sist of series of contiguous jobs or portions of jobs,
occasionally interrupted by idle time. We call each
series of contiguous jobs or portions of jobs a chain.
Number the chains separately and consecutively in the
upper and lower bounds, and label chain i in the up-
per bound Hi, and in the lower bound Hi. We present
the following property without proof:

Property 2.1. For n jobs; there will be exactly the
same number h of chains in the upper and lower
bounds; and for each i; i=1; 2; : : : ; h; chains Hi and
Hi contain exactly the same jobs; and start and end
at exactly the same time.

For the following properties, consider a single chain
in the upper bound, and its corresponding chain in
the lower bound. Let Bi; i=1; 2; : : : ; n represent the
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Fig. 1. Marked jobs.

time the ith job begins processing in the upper bound.
From the deBnition of the SPTA heuristic, it is clear
that job i is the shortest job with release time less than
or equal to Bi, which has not already appeared in the
upper bound sequence by time Bi.
Next, consecutively number the jobs in the upper

bound, and consider job j. We call all jobs i6 j such
that pi¿maxi6k6j pk marked. Note that diHerent
jobs may be marked, depending on the choice of j.
We number the marked jobs from 1 to mj and label
them Ji; i=1; 2; : : : ; mj, and note that Jmj = j. To sim-
plify notation we let J0 be a dummy job of size 0 rep-
resenting the beginning of the chain and refer to that
dummy job as a marked job. Let si; i=0; 1; 2; : : : ; mj
represent the set of jobs, possibly empty, which ap-
pear in the upper bound between consecutive marked
jobs Ji and Ji+1. Note that s0 represents the jobs which
appear between the beginning of the sequence and job
J1, and smj = ∅. Also, let Si= Ji ∪ si; i=0; 1; 2; : : : ; mj
and observe that S0 = s0. Fig. 1 shows an example se-
quence where the Bnal job shown is job j, with marked
jobs labeled.
As before, BJi ; i=0; 1; 2; : : : ; mj; represents the

starting time in the upper bound sequence of set Si or
equivalently, job Ji.
We use this approach in order to get as much in-

formation as possible about the release dates of the
jobs, and thus about the lower bound, from the up-
per bound. Obviously, the jobs in si must have release
dates greater than BJi . In addition, it seems intuitively
reasonable that most of the jobs in si will appear in
the lower bound by time BJi+1 : Indeed, one of the ob-
jectives of several of the remaining properties in this
paper is to characterize the jobs which may be avail-
able for processing in the lower bound at time BJi+1 :
To simplify the proofs, we deBne the following con-

cepts. For any i; i=0; 1; 2; : : : ; mj − 1, at any time t
during the interval from BJi to BJi+1 , we deBne two
sets of jobs, set Sit and set Oit . Set S

i
t contains all

of the released jobs with remaining processing time

in the lower bound less than pJi+1 and greater than
0, and set Oit contains all of the other released jobs
with remaining processing time. That is, Oit contains
released jobs with remaining processing time in the
lower bound greater than or equal to pJi+1 .
Three simple yet crucial observations follow:

1. As jobs are processed in the lower bound, some
of them will be moved from set Oit to set Sit . In
particular, a job becomes a converted job at time t′

if at time t′ the job enters Sit′ , while it was in O
i
t for

all t ¡ t′ since its release.
2. At any time h that a job in Oih is processing in the

lower bound, the set Sih must be empty.
3. Given i; i=0; 1; 2; : : : ; mj − 1 and t=BJi+1 , O

i
t ⊆

Oi+1
t , and Si+1

t ⊆ Sit , since jobsmay be short enough
to be in Sit but too long to be in Si+1

t .

Finally, for any i; i=0; 1; 2; : : : ; mj−1, at any time
t during the interval from BJi to BJi+1 , we deBne the set
Sit to contain all of the released jobs with remaining
processing time in the lower bound less than pJi+1 and
greater than 0 except for the jobs released at time t or
added to set Sit at time t. Thus, the diHerence between
Sit and S

i
t is that S

i
t may contain jobs added at time

t, while Sit does not. As before, it is easy to see that
given i; i=0; 1; 2; : : : ; mj−1 and t=BJi+1 , S

i+1
t ⊆ Sit .

These deBnitions are used in the following property,
in which we start to characterize the jobs which can
be available for processing in the lower bound at any
time BJi .

Property 2.2. For any job j; and its associated jobs
Ji; i=1; 2; : : : ; mj as de7ned above; we have that:

1. At time t=BJi ; |Sit |6 |Si−1
t |6 1. That is; the

number of jobs with remaining processing time
less than pJi+1 is less than or equal to the number
of jobs with remaining processing time less than
pJi which is less than or equal to one; not counting
jobs which enter the sets at time t.
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2. The number of jobs which complete in the lower
bound during the interval between BJi−1 and BJi is
greater than or equal to |si−1|. Furthermore; these
jobs are all the jobs in si−1 except for at most one
job.

Proof. Given a job j and its associated jobs
Ji; i=1; 2; : : : ; mj, the proof of the Brst item proceeds
by induction on i. Clearly, at time BJ1 , all of the jobs
which appear in the upper bound have also appeared
in their entirety in the lower bound. This is true be-
cause all of the other jobs released by time BJ1 but
not started in the upper bound by time BJ1 have pro-
cessing time greater than or equal to pJ1 (otherwise
they would start at BJ1 ). This implies that for t=BJ1 ,
|S0t |=0 and hence |S1t |=0.
Now, assume that for i= k at time t=BJk ,

|Skt |6 |Sk−1
t |6 1, and the number of jobs which

complete in the lower bound during the interval be-
tween BJi−1 and BJi is at least |si−1|. Thus, we need to
show that at time t=BJk+1 , |Skt | is either 0 or 1, which
implies that |Sk+1

t |6 |Skt |6 1. If, at time t=BJk+1 ,
|Skt |6 1, the proof is complete. If not, Bnd the lat-
est time t̃; BJk 6 t̃ ¡BJk+1 such that |Skt̃ |=0 but
|Skt̃ |¿ 0.
We Brst argue that the time t̃¿BJk must exist

if |SkBJk+1
|¿ 1. By contradiction, assume that such

a time t̃¿BJk does not exist. We consider two
cases. If |Skt |= |Skt |=0 for some t, BJk 6 t ¡BJk+1 ,
then either |SkBJk+1

|=0, or there exists a time u,

t ¡u6BJk+1 such that |Sku|=0 but |Sku |¿ 0. Next,
consider the case in which |Skt |¿ 0 and |Skt |¿ 0
for all BJk 6 t6BJk+1 . By the induction hypothe-
sis, we know that |SkBJk |6 |Sk−1

BJk
|6 1. Since none

of the sets Skt ; BJk 6 t6 nBJk+1 will contain newly
added converted jobs (due to the fact that |Skt |¿ 0
for BJk 6 t6BJk+1) we know that this implies that at
most one converted job will be processed during the
interval between BJk to BJk+1 , and this job must be in
set SkBJk . Of course, this job must have a remaining
processing time in the interval between BJk to BJk+1

less than pJk . This implies that during that interval
we have enough time to process this job in the lower
bound, plus all the jobs in sk . Thus, |SkBJk+1

|=0, which

is a contradiction to our initial assumption. Hence, t̃
exists.

We proceed by considering two cases:
Case 1: If t̃¿BJk , and there are no converted jobs in

set Skt̃ , we note that none of the sets S
k
t ; t̃6 t6BJk+1

will contain converted jobs, since at least one of these
sets must be empty for a job in Okt ; t̃6 t6BJk+1 to
process, but after time t̃ this doesn’t happen. Further-
more, we know that all of the jobs in sk which were
released before time t̃ have completed processing in
the lower bound, since at time t̃, |Skt̃ |=0. Thus, only
jobs in sk released at or after time t̃ are in the sets
Skt ; t̃6 t6BJk+1 . In addition, we know that all of these
jobs completed processing in the lower bound, since
they completed processing in the upper bound, and
thus |SkBJk+1

|=0.

Case 2: If t̃¿BJk , and there is a converted job
in set Skt̃ (clearly, there cannot be more than one
because the lower bound will always start process-
ing the Brst converted job), we note that none of the
sets Skt ; t̃6 t6BJk+1 will contain any additional con-
verted jobs, since at least one of these sets must be
empty for a job in Okt ; t̃6 t6BJk+1 to process, but
after time t̃ this doesn’t happen. Since, as we stated
above, only jobs in sk released at or after time t̃ are
in the sets Skt ; t̃6 t6BJk+1 and since all of the jobs
in set sk released at or after time t̃ had enough time
to process in the lower bound since they completed
processing in the upper bound, we know that either
all of them, or all of them except one plus the one
converted job, complete by time BJk+1 , and hence
|SkBJk+1

|6 1.
The second part of the property follows from the

proof above, since either all of the jobs in sk complete
processing in the lower bound, or all the jobs in sk but
one complete processing, and instead a converted job
completes processing in the lower bound.

The following properties are also used throughout
the remainder of the proof.

Property 2.3. Consider an SPTA schedule; and an
SPTR schedule; generated as described above. At
any time t; the number of jobs which have completed
processing in the SPTR schedule is greater than or
equal to the number of jobs which have completed in
the SPTA schedule.

The proof of the property follows by induction, uti-
lizing the deBnition of the SPTR strategy.
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Property 2.4. For any job j; and its associated jobs
Ji; i=1; 2; : : : ; mj as de7ned above; if at time t=BJi
either job Ji has not yet been completely processed in
the lower bound or |Sit |=1; at least |si|+1 jobs will
complete in the lower bound in the interval between
BJi and BJi+1 .

Proof. First, consider the case in which only the jobs
in si and either job Ji or the job in Sit , t=BJi , are
available during this interval. In this case, at least |si|+
1 jobs will complete in this interval, since all of the
jobs in |si| and the one additional job with remaining
processing time no more than pJi (and perhaps others)
are available to Bll the time between BJi and BJi+1 . Now
for the case in which additional jobs are available,
by the SPTR strategy, these additional jobs will only
be processed if they complete before the jobs they
interrupt. Thus, with these additional jobs available,
either the same number or more jobs will complete in
the lower bound.

Property 2.5. For any job j; and its associated jobs
Ji; i=1; 2; : : : ; mj as de7ned above; if at time t=BJi ;
|Sit |=1; the job in Sit will complete processing in the
lower bound by time t=BJi+1 .

Proof. This property follows from Property 2:4, and
the fact that all jobs released between time t=BJi and
time t=BJi+1 are in set si, or have processing times
greater than or equal to pJi+1 .

For the next property, we need the following
deBnitions. By Property 2:3, between time BJ1 and
time BJk ; k =1; 2; : : : ; mj, in the lower bound at least∑k−1

i=1 |si|+ (k − 1) jobs must have completed in the
lower bound, since that number exactly have com-
pleted in the upper bound. Order the jobs which have
completed in the lower bound by time BJk from small-
est to largest (breaking ties arbitrarily), and let set Lk
contain the

∑k−1
i=1 |si| + (k − 1) smallest jobs which

have completed in the lower bound between time BJ1
and time BJk . Also, let set Uk =(

⋃k−1
i=1 si)∪(

⋃k
i=2 Ji),

the set of jobs which completes in the upper bound
between the completion of job J1 and the completion
of job Jk .
Note that any job which completes in the lower

bound by time BJk and is not included in set Lk must

have a processing time greater than or equal to pJk .
This is true since by the way set Lk is created, all of
the potentially shorter jobs are in the set.
Using the above deBnitions, we show that:

Property 2.6. For any job j; its associated jobs
Ji; i=1; 2; : : : ; mj − 1; and their associated sets Ui
and Li as de7ned above; it is possible to create a one
to one matching of each job a in Ui with a unique
job b in Li such that pb¿pa for each of the pairs.

This property has an important implication: Since
Lk contains the

∑k−1
i=1 |si|+(k−1) smallest jobs which

have completed in the lower bound between time BJ1
and time BJk , the sum of the processing times of the
jobs in this set is a lower bound on the completion
time of the Brst

∑k−1
i=1 |si|+ (k − 1) which complete

in this interval. Furthermore, by matching these jobs
with shorter jobs in the upper bound, we know that
the processing time for the Brst

∑k−1
i=1 |si| + (k − 1)

which complete in the lower bound during the interval
between BJ1 and BJk is longer than the processing time
in the upper bound between the completion of job J1
and the completion of job Jk .

Proof. Given a job j and its associated jobs
Ji; i=1; 2; : : : ; mj, the proof proceeds by induction on
i. First, note that all of the jobs in s0, and no others,
appear completely in the lower bound by time BJ1 .
We know that at least |s1| + 1 jobs complete in the
lower bound in the interval between BJ1 and BJ2 , by
Property 2:3. Furthermore, the second part of Property
2:2 tells us that all but one of the jobs in s1 complete
during this interval. Thus, the jobs which complete in
the lower bound in the interval from BJ1 to BJ2 must
be either all of the jobs in set s1 plus at least one
job with processing time in the interval [pJ1 ; pJ2 ], or
all of the jobs in set s1 except one plus at least two
jobs with processing time in the interval [pJ1 ; pJ2 ]
(because shorter jobs would be in s1, and longer jobs
will not process when shorter jobs are available). In
either case, clearly, the property holds at time BJ2 .
Now, assume the property holds for BJi ; i=1;

2; : : : ; k, and consider BJk+1 . We consider three cases:
Case 1: Job Jk has not completed processing in the

lower bound by time BJk , and |SkBJk |=0. From Prop-
erty 2:4, we know that at least |sk |+1 must complete
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in the lower bound in the interval from BJk to BJk+1 .
These jobs must be either all of the jobs in set sk plus
at least one job with total processing time greater than
or equal to pJk+1 , or all of the jobs in set sk except one
plus at least two jobs with processing time greater than
or equal to pJk+1 . This must be true because shorter
jobs would be in sk . In either case, clearly, the prop-
erty holds for BJk+1 , since the jobs available for selec-
tion to Lk+1 are all of the jobs in Lk , either some or
all of the jobs in sk , and some additional jobs with
processing times greater than pJk+1 .
Case 2: Job Jk has completed processing in the

lower bound by time BJk , and |SkBJk |=0. If |sk |+1 or
more jobs complete in the lower bound in the interval
from BJk to BJk+1 , these jobs must be either all of the
jobs in set sk plus at least one job with total process-
ing time greater than or equal to pJk+1 , or all of the
jobs in set sk except one plus at least two jobs with
processing time greater than or equal to pJk+1 for the
same reason as in Case 1. Thus, the proof follows
as in Case 1. If only |sk | jobs complete in the lower
bound in the interval from BJk to BJk+1 , we know from
Property 2:3 that at time BJk at least one job not in Lk
must have completed in the lower bound. Otherwise,
at time BJk+1 , it would be impossible for Property 2:3
to hold. Furthermore, we have already observed that
jobs which complete in the lower bound by time BJk
and are not in Lk must have processing time of at
least pJk . Thus, the jobs added to Uk to get Uk+1 are
sk ∪ Jk+1, while the jobs available for the selection of
Lk+1 are all of the jobs in Lk , at least one additional
job with processing time of at least pJk , and either all
of the jobs in sk or all of the jobs in sk except one plus
one job with processing time greater than or equal
to pJk+1 . In either case, clearly the property holds for
BJk+1 .
Case 3: |SkBJk |=1. We call the job in SkBJk job x.

By Property 2:4, we know that at least |sk | + 1 jobs
complete in the lower bound in the interval from BJk
to BJk+1 , and by Property 2:5, we know that job x
completes in the lower bound in this interval. Consider
the following two cases:

• If job x is not in
⋃k−1
i=1 si, it has total processing

time of at least pJk .
• If job x is in

⋃k−1
i=1 si, we know that in Uk it was

matched with a job in Lk with processing time of at
least pJk .

Thus, in both cases, the proof follows as in
Case 1.

Now, for any job j, and its associated jobs
Ji; i=2; 3; : : : ; mj as deBned above, number the
jobs in the lower bound in the order of their com-
pletion, and let Fk be the time that the (|s0| +∑k−1

i=1 |si| + (k − 1))th job completes in the lower
bound. Note that, this is not necessarily the time that
the (|s0|+

∑k−1
i=1 |si|+(k−1))th job completes in the

upper bound, which is by deBnition BJk . Also, recall
that the (|s0|+

∑k−1
i=1 |si|+(k−1))th job to complete

in the upper bound is not necessarily the same job as
the (|s0|+

∑k−1
i=1 |si|+ (k − 1))th to complete in the

lower bound. We show that:

Property 2.7. For any job j; and its associated jobs
Ji; i=1; 2; : : : ; mj − 1 as de7ned above; we have that
BJi − Fi6pJ1 − pJi .

Proof. First, letp(Uk) andp(Lk) equal the sum of the
processing times of the jobs inUk and Lk , respectively.
Recall that Uk =(

⋃k−1
i=1 si) ∪ (

⋃k
i=2 Ji), so that

BJk =p(Uk) + pJ1 − pJk
also, clearly p(Lk)6Fk , and p(Uk)6p(Lk).

Hence,

BJk − Fk 6p(Uk) + pJ1 − pJk − p(Lk)
6p(Uk) + pJ1 − pJk − p(Uk)
= pJ1 − pJk :

Using these properties, we complete the proof of
Theorem 1.1 as follows. From Property 2:1, it is clear
that we only have to prove the theorem for a single
chain, and it will generalize to the situation for many
chains. We number the jobs in the chain consecutively
from 1 to n′. Clearly, the theorem holds for jobs 1 and
n′. For each of the remaining jobs i; i=2; 3; : : : ; n′−1,
apply Property 2:7 with j= i + 1.

3. Proof of the corollary

Applying Theorem 1.1, we get that

ZSPTR6Z∗6ZSPTA6ZSPTR + n LP:
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Noting that LP has a Bnite bound, dividing by n2, and
taking n to inBnity completes the proof of the corol-
lary.

4. Future extensions

Our motivation for analyzing the single machine
model with release dates stems from our interest in
general Row shop problems. Indeed, in [10,11], we
utilize the fact that the single machine mean comple-
tion time problem without release dates is trivially
solved using SPT ordering to identify asymptotically
optimal algorithms for the Row shop mean comple-
tion time problem without release dates. SpeciBcally,
in [10,11] we prove that the SPT ordering is asymp-
totically optimal if the job processing times are inde-
pendently and identically distributed across jobs and
across machines.
The challenge, of course, is to extend these results

to a more general setting with release dates. This im-
plies that, we need to relate the Row shop mean com-
pletion time problem with release dates to the single
machine mean completion time problem with release
dates. The current paper, thus, plays an important role
in this line of research. It identiBes a simple, asymp-
totically optimal, on-line algorithm for the single ma-
chine problem. In a companion paper, we will report
our Bnding on the general Row shop mean completion
time with release dates.
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